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The predictions of gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulations of ion-temperature-gradient~ITG!
instability and turbulence in tokamak plasmas as well as some tokamak plasma thermal transport
models, which have been widely used for predicting the performance of the proposed International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER! tokamak@Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear
Fusion Research, 1996~International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1997!, Vol. 1, p. 3#, are
compared. These comparisons provide information on effects of differences in the physics content
of the various models and on the fusion-relevant figures of merit of plasma performance predicted
by the models. Many of the comparisons are undertaken for a simplified plasma model and
geometry which is an idealization of the plasma conditions and geometry in a Doublet III-D@Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1986~International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna, 1987!, Vol. 1, p. 159# high confinement~H-mode! experiment. Most of the models show
good agreements in their predictions and assumptions for the linear growth rates and frequencies.
There are some differences associated with different equilibria. However, there are significant
differences in the transport levels between the models. The causes of some of the differences are
examined in some detail, with particular attention to numerical convergence in the turbulence
simulations~with respect to simulation mesh size, system size and, for particle-based simulations,
the particle number!. The implications for predictions of fusion plasma performance are also
discussed. @S1070-664X~00!03703-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

We examine the physics basis and predictions of so
tokamak plasma thermal transport models which have b
widely used for predicting the performance of the propos
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER!
tokamak.1 This topic is of considerable importance and cu
rent interest since different models in use give conflict
predictions on whether ITER will or will not achieve the
monuclear ignition.2–7

The confinement in current tokamak experiments is g
erally believed to be degraded primarily by turbulence driv
by ‘‘low-frequency’’ microinstabilities ~instabilities occur-
ring on drift ~time scales!. The disagreements in Refs. 2–
about predictions of ITER performance arise from using d
ferent models of drift-instability-driven transport, which ca
be distinguished in terms of their treatment of the detai
physics of microinstabilities.

In order to build confidence in predictions of tokam
969
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plasma performance, the models used need to be tested.
we rely on tests involving cross checks between a numbe
complementary models. A minimal condition for confiden
in this case is agreement between the models where they
be compared under the same physical conditions. Wh
models disagree, a clear understanding of the reasons fo
disagreements is important. This may take the form
knowledge that one of the models is being applied outside
the range of validity of a derivation that underlies it. Eve
when this agreement is achieved, there is generally no g
antee that the set of models will have predictive power
applied outside the range of physical conditions for wh
they have been tested.

This evaluation process presents a great scientific c
lenge. These models are complex and contain many phys
effects. The predictions of the models should be compare
various levels, not only at their final prediction, which
often a radial profile~e.g., density, flow velocity, tempera
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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ture!, but also at the level of comparison of the various su
models, theories and calculations.

In this paper we compare core transport predictions fr
the following: The Institute for Fusion studies, University
Texas - Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory~IFS-PPPL!
transport model,8,9 the Multi-Mode~MMM !10 transport mod-
els; flux-tube gyrofluid,11 flux-tube gyrokinetic,12 and global
gyrokinetic13 turbulence simulations; linear one-dimension
high-n eigenmode and initial-value calculations14 and their
use in transport model calculations. The MMM and IF
PPPL models are two widely used transport models for IT
predictions. Also represented here are some of the mos
vanced large-scale three-dimensional toroidal turbule
simulations, and the most widely used high-n linear and q
silinear calculations.

We first define some terms used here. The term ‘‘gy
kinetic’’ ~GK! refers to a kinetic model~i.e., one which
evolves functions of position-velocity phase-space variab
and time!, appropriate to charged particles in a strong m
netic field, in which a multiple-time scale perturbation e
pansion in the ratio of the gyroperiod to the time scales
the phenomena of interest is made.15 When appropriate, such
a model is much more efficient than one that tracks the
particle dynamics~including the gyromotion!. Gyrokinetic
models retain ‘‘finite-gyroradius’’ effects~effects that arise
when the scale of the gyro-orbit is comparable to the spa
scale of the phenomena of interest! nonperturbatively. This
aspect distinguishes them from ‘‘drift-kinetic’’ mode
which either ignore or treat finite-gyroradius effects pert
batively. A ‘‘fluid’’ model of a gas or plasma is one tha
evolves ‘‘fluid variables’’ which are functions of positio
and time ~and not particle velocity!. ‘‘Gyrofluid’’ ~GF!11

models are a special class of fluid models derived from
gyrokinetic equations, which similarly have nonperturbat
aspects to their treatments of finite-gyroradius effects. Th
discussed here can be called ‘‘gyro-Landau-fluid’’ models
that they also contain~fluid! models of Landau damping an
related processes.

We present detailed comparisons of the various mod
using a simplified physics problem which still contains t
essence of core transport in an ITER-like discharge. A
point of comparison is the predictions of the various mod
for the x i , the ion thermal diffusivity~ion thermal flux di-
vided by the ion temperature gradient!. Disagreements are
found between the predictions of different models for the
thermal transport. We examine various possible reasons
the disagreement. Particular attention is paid to linear m
growth rates and frequencies, ‘‘zonal’’ flux-surface-averag
flow damping, and noise due to particle discreteness in
nonlinear gyrokinetic codes. Finally, the implications f
ITER performance are discussed.

II. TEST PROBLEMS

We focus on the ‘‘Cyclone DIII-D base case parame
set’’ which represents local parameters from an ITE
relevant Doublet III-D ~DIII-D !16 high confinement~H-
mode! shot~shot #81499!,17 at time t54000 ms., and minor
radiusr 50.5a, wherea is the minor radius of the last close
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flux surface. A concentric-circular-cross-section model eq
librium is used, withni5ne andTe5Ti , whereni andne are
the ion and electron densities andTe andTi are the electron
and ion temperatures. The parameter values in dimension
form are h i[Ln /LT53.114, whereLn and LT are respec-
tively the density and temperature gradient scale leng
magnetic ‘‘safety factor’’q[rB t /RBp51.4, whereR is the
major radius andBt and Bp are the toroidal and poloida
magnetic field components,ŝ[(r /q)dq/dr50.776–0.796
~some minor variations due to constraints in some cod!,
R/LT56.92, ande[r /R50.18.

Additional simplifications which are made in all mode
discussed here are~1! electrostatic fluctuations,~2! the elec-
trons are taken to be adiabatic, and~3! a single dynamical
ion species~which represents the ‘‘bulk’’ ions! is used. Lin-
ear stability results from the comprehensive linear gyro
netic code of Kotschenreuther and from the FULL co
which include multiple-ion species and electromagnetic
fects are also discussed.14 These simplifications match thos
in the nonlinear gyrofluid simulations that underlie the IF
PPPL model. Scans have been made varying the temper
gradient scale length while keeping other physical para
eters fixed. Additionally, cases have been compared in wh
each one ofŝ ande were set to zero, with the other param
eters held to the DIII-D base case values. The first he
isolate differences in the way magnetic shear is treated.
various spatial representations used become very simila
the limit of zero magnetic shear. The second helps isolate
effect of linear damping of flux-surface-averaged poloid
flows. The shear associated with these flows is an impor
saturation mechanism and the physics of these modes is
der continuing study~see further discussion below on radi
mode damping!.

We also included a case using parameters from Tokam
Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!18 low confinement~L-mode!
shot 41 309. This was a case used in 1994 in a code c
parison within the Numerical Tokamak Project~NTP!.19

These parameter values areh i54.0, q52.4, ŝ51.5–1.6,
R/LT510.,ni /ne5Ti /Te51.0, ande50.2057. Comparisons
are also discussed in which the purely radial modes in
‘‘TFTR L-mode NTP test case’’ are suppressed. The purp
of running these cases was to verify previous NTP comp
sons that showed gyrofluid and gyrokinetic values ofx i

which differed by factors of 2 or less~the gyrofluidx i was
higher and the experimentally determined value was hig
still by a factor slightly less than 2!. Another earlier
gyrofluid–gyrokinetic comparison,20 which looked primarily
at slab geometry, found that there was good agreement in
slab simulationx i though the saturation level of the roo
mean-square~rms! F differed by 40%. We also included
case using parameters from the published result of Dim
et al.,12 which had parameters similar to the DIII-D bas
case.

III. DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

Simulations of a flux-tube sub-domain of the torus whi
neglect global profile scale effects give a finite ion therm
diffusivity x i and turbulent correlation lengths much shor
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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than the scale of profile variation anticipated for ITER.
reasonable conclusion from this is thatx i depends primarily
on local plasma parameters, if ITER-relevant values of
normalized gyroradiusr i /Ln,T are used.11,12,21Motivated by
this, all of the models discussed below with the exception
the global gyrokinetic simulations assume that the simula
domain covers only a thin radial extent compared to
plasma minor radius so that quantities such as the den
scale length,n(dn/dr)21, v* , etc. are taken to be indepen
dent of minor radius.

The IFS-PPPL8,9 model is based on nonlinear gyroflu
simulations,11 which predict the fluctuation and therm
transport characteristics of toroidal ion-temperature-gradi
driven ~ITG! turbulence, along with comprehensive line
gyrokinetic ballooning calculations,14 which provide accu-
rate growth rates, critical temperature gradients, and a q
silinear estimate ofxe/x i . A key aspect of the IFS-PPP
model is an interpolation formula which parameterizes b
the gyrofluidx i’s, and calculations of the critical temperatu
gradients and mixing-length predictions ofx i from the more
comprehensive linear gyrokinetic ballooning code. This l
ear code14 has full velocity-space dynamics including res
nances, trapped particles, Coulomb collisional pitch-an
diffusion, etc. This corrects the somewhat inaccurate crit
temperature gradient and the neglect of nonadiabatic elec
physics in the gyrofluid simulations that were used as a b
for the IFS-PPPL model.

The nonlinear gyrofluid simulations11 that underlie the
IFS-PPPL transport model use a gyrofluid reduction of
gyrokinetic equations. The resulting gyrofluid equations
evolved in toroidal field-line-following coordinates.22 The
gyrofluid equations include toroidal effects~e.g., magnetic
curvature drive! and kinetic effects such as toroidal dri
resonances, linear and nonlinear finite-Larmor-radius or
averaging, and parallel wave-particle resonances, as we
nonlinearly generated, fine-scale (krr i;0.1), sheared poloi-
dal flows, which play a major role in determining the sa
ration level for the turbulence. In this paper, we focus
gyrofluid simulations with adiabatic electron response, si
this was used in the simulations on which the IFS-PP
model is based. Gyrofluid simulation codes with boun
averaged nonadiabatic electrons have since been deve
and exercised.23

The philosophy underlying the Multi-Mode transpo
model ~MMM !10 has been to utilize a collection of theore
cally derived transport models to predict temperature
denisty profiles in tokamak plasmas and adjust the mode
necessary. As the models have improved, less adjustmen
been needed to fit the experimental data. The 1995 Mu
Mode model combines the fluxes predicted by the Weila
ITG/TEM ~trapped electron mode! model,24,25 with those
predicted by the Guzdar–Drake resistive balooning mode26

with smaller contributions from kinetic ballooning mode
and neoclassical transport.27 The 1995 Multi-Mode model
was calibrated against a small number of experimental
charges, and then held fixed for all subsequent trans
studies.28

In the simulation of experimental plasmas, the transp
preicted by the 1995 Multi-Mode model is typically dom
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nated by the contribution from the Weiland ITG/TEM
model. This is the only contribution that is kept in the com
parisons for the idealized Cyclone parameters in Figs. 1
3. The Weiland ITG model is based on a fluid description
which all moments that are driven by sources~i.e., fueling,
heating! are included self-consistently. The fluid momen
that are not driven by sources generally decay to zero.
model allows free energy exchange between different tra
port channels, leading to pinch fluxes. The transport coe
cients are derived by using quasilinear theory and a mixi
length rule for saturation, which takeskurs50.316.10 The
transport coeffiicients therefore have gyroBohm scali
However, they have been found to agree well with so
nongyro-Bohm L-mode and H-mode experimen
data.10,27–29 The Weiland model also includes effects fro
the impurity profiles,10 fast ions, andTeÞTi , and has been
extended to include parallel ion motion and electromagn
effects.25

The IFS-PPPL and MMM models are both basica
gyroBohm-scaling models, though nongyroBohm scalin
can enter in several ways, for example marginal stabi
connections to edge boundary conditions, change in par
fueling profiles or density profiles. Recent versions of t
IFS-PPPL model~and the related GLF23 model7! also add
stabilizingE3B shear, which can introduce additional no
gyroBohm scaling effects.4,6,7,30–33

The gyrokinetic simulation codes, both flux-tube12,34and
global,13,35 solve the gyrokinetic Vlasov-Poisson system
equations15,36 ~electrostatic limit! using ‘‘four-point
gyroaveraging’’37 and particle-basedd f methods.35,38,39 A
single fully toroidal nonlinear gyrokinetic ion species wi
equilibrium temperature, density, and velocity gradients
used. Adiabatic electrons with a zero response to the fl
surface-averaged potential40–42 are used in the present com
parisons, both in the flux-tube gyrokinetic and gyroflu
codes. The lack of response of the electrons to the fl
surface-averaged potentials is a key factor in the amplitu
to which these zonal flow modes are driven and therefore
the levels of turbulence and transport seen in
gyrofluid41,42 and gyrokinetic40,43 simulations. A low-b
concentric-circular-cross-section model equilibrium is us
here.

The flux-tube gyrokinetic simulations~like the gyrofluid
simulations! use a flux-tube domain~bounded by four mag-
netic field lines! of small perpendicular extent, which span
one or more poloidal circuits in the parallel direction. Th
flux tube is taken to be periodic in the toroidal direction, a
periodic in the radial direction with a toroidal offset such th
a magnetic flux sheet is continuous across the radial bou
ary. This prevents saturation of the turbulence by profile
laxation. The field quantities are defined on
quasiballooning-coordinate grid.44 The radial differences, in-
terpolation, deposition, and smoothing are formed us
shapes inconfiguration space ~not ballooning-coordinate
space! that are independent of poloidal location.44 This com-
bination of coordinates and shapes prevents grid stretc
and resolution loss in the presence of magnetic and velo
shear, and allows a smooth implementation of the toroi
periodicity condition across the parallel boundary for ar
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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trary profiles of the magnetic safety factorq(r ). It contrasts
with the flux-tube gyrofluid code which uses direct discre
zation in ballooning coordinates.

The global gyrokinetic simulations13,35 typically use a
domain which spans the whole tokamak volume. Annu
volumes are also used,45,46 but to a lesser extent because t
volume of the hollow core eliminated is typically less th
the annular volume. The field quantities are represented
radial-poloidal-toroidal mesh, and a fully nonlinear form
the gyrokinetic equations is solved47 instead of the partially
linearized form of Ref. 15.~There is very little difference for
ion-temperature gradient modes between results obta
from partially linearized and fully nonlinear forms of th
gyrokinetic equations.! The important physics that the glob
codes allow for is the full radial variation of gradient qua
tities ~e.g., temperature and density gradients, magn
shear, etc.!. These are generally a stabilizing effect, but g
weaker in larger tokamaks with largera/r.34,45,48–51In glo-
bal gyrokinetic simulations to date the simulation domain
bounded and no explicit modeling of particle or therm
sources sinks is used. Thus profile relaxation, including
netic profile relaxation, in which spatial gradients of ions
subregions of velocity space relax,40 may occur.

IV. LINEAR COMPARISONS

Figure 1 shows linear frequencies and growth rates a
function of kur i obtained from several independent line
and nonlinear codes~our convention is that the thermal gy
roradius and thermal speed are defined asr i5v t i /Vci and
v t i5ATi /mi). Represented are the linear gyrokinetic cod
of Kotschenreuther and of Rewoldt~FULL code!, the non-
linear gyrofluid code of Beer and co-workers, and the n
linear gyrokinetic codes of Dimits~flux tube! and Sydora
~global!, as well as the fluid code of Weiland. Very goo
agreement between the various codes is observed. Ag
ment at this level is an important cross check of the co
since all of the gyrokinetic codes should have the same lin
physics~with the exception that the global gyrokinetic cod

FIG. 1. g and v r vs ku for the Sydora~global! and Dimits ~flux-tube!
nonlinear gyrokinetic codes, for the Kotschenreuther and Rewoldt~FULL!
linear gyrokinetic codes, the Beer nonlinear gyrofluid code, and the Wei
fluid calculation.
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has radial variation of profile quantities!, and since the clo-
sure in the gyrofluid code is designed to reproduce the gy
kinetic linear responses accurately.

Note that the ‘‘GK ~Dimits!’’ gyrokinetic results are
from a single flux-tube simulation containing many growin
modes. The growth rate for thekur i50.1 mode has quite a
large uncertainty due to several possible known effe
Since particles in the particle-based simulations constitu
structure that does not have the same periodicity as the m
there is linear coupling between different modes~both dif-
ferent toroidal mode numbers and different radial wave nu
bers or ballooning angles!. @This linear coupling is relatively
small and gets weaker as more particles are added.# This
mode has slow time variation, i.e., both the expectedv and
g are small. It is, therefore, slow to reach its time-asympto
linear behavior and is also susceptible to the above effe
For example, at a givenku there are many differentu0 modes
(u0 is the ballooning parameter value wherekr50) in the
simulation growing simultaneously, and it can take time
the fastest growing mode to sufficiently dominate to get
accurate growth rate.

Whether the small differences in the growth rates sho
in Fig. 2 are important to the transport depends on the
namics of the saturated state. If the longer wavelength mo
are primarily driven nonlinearly, then these differences
likely to be unimportant. If the correlation time of the long
wavelength modes is set by their linear growth rates~as is
implicit in g/k2-type mixing laws! which assumes that th
nonlinear driving does not set the correlation times, th
these differences may be significant since the longer wa
lengths dominate if one maximizesg/k2-type mixing formu-
las over wave number.

Additional points of agreement between the flux-tu
nonlinear gyrokinetic code and the linear gyrokinetic co
include the linear critical temperature gradients for both
DIII-D base case parameters and fore50 but with the other
parameters as for the DIII-D base case.

A second linear test is based on the linear damping
purely radial modes of the electrostatic potential, i.e., mo
which have no variation within a flux surface. A linea

d

FIG. 2. ResidualEÃB flow fraction vs Rosenbluth–Hinton parameterh
[Ae/q2. The points are results from the Dimitset al. flux-tube gyrokinetic
code and the line is the prediction of Ref. 52.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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theory for the residual levels of these modes in the collisi
less limit has been given by Rosenbluth and Hinton.52 In this
benchmark, the gyrokinetic code is initialized with zero p
ticle weights. A radially sinusoidal potential with no varia
tion within the flux surfaces, which represents a near po
dal EÃB flow, is imposed. The particle weights evolv
resulting first in a period of geodesic acoustic oscillatio
which eventually damp. At late time, the net electrosta
potential is less than the imposed potential. For a circu
cross-section equilibrium in the large aspect-ratio limit, t
theoretical prediction for the ratio of the late-time net pote
tial to the initial residual level is given as the functio
0.6h/(1.010.6h) of the single parameterh[Ae/q2.52

Figure 2 shows the fractional residualEÃB flows for
two scans done with the flux-tube gyrokinetic code. In o
scan,q is varied, while in the other scane is varied. Very
good agreement is observed, lending confidence to both
Rosenbluth–Hinton theory and the simulation. The gyrofl
code, with the ‘‘thesis closure,’’23 which was used in the
simulations that underlie the IFS/PPPL formulas used
make the ITER projections of Ref. 2, appears to g
EÃB flows consistent with the poloidal flow damping
zero,23 i.e., in the case of the setup here, theEÃB flow
damps essentially to zero, although the short-time respo
on the ion-transit time scale agrees reasonably well with
rokinetic calculations. In more recent work,53 improved gy-
rofluid closures have been developed for which the long-t
response agrees better with Ref. 52, and are discusse
more detail in the next section.

V. NONLINEAR COMPARISONS

Figure 3 shows predictions from the various simulatio
and models forx i vs R/LT for a scan about the DIII-D bas
case parameters.

Two sets of flux-tube gyrokinetic results are shown. T
agreement between these two sets is very good. The
Col. Boulder’’ results were run with 43106 particles, while
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory~LLNL ! re-
sults were obtained with 8 –343106 particles. This accounts
for the difference at lower values ofR/LT . Specifically, the

FIG. 3. x i vs R/LT from the gyrofluid code using the 1994 ‘‘thesis closure
~Ref. 23!, an improved 1998 gyrofluid closure, the 1994 IFS-PPPL mo
~Ref. 8!, the LLNL and U. Colorado flux-tube and UCLA~Sydora! global
gyrokinetic codes, and the MMM model for the DIII-D base case.
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LLNL code run with 43106 particles also shows nonzer
values ofx i which are in agreement with the U. Col. Bould
code forR/LT,6.9. A remarkably good fit to LLNL gyroki-
netic results is given by54

x iLn /~r i
2v ti!.15.4@1.026.0~LT /R!#, ~1!

which is shown in Fig. 3. This fit corresponds to an offs
linear dependence of thethermal fluxon the temperature gra
dient Q}(R/LT2R/LTeff). Note thatR/LTeff.6.0.R/LTcrit

.4.0, whereLTcrit is the temperature gradient scale length
which the simulation is linearly marginally stable. This is
newly observed phenomenon and is likely associated~see the
discussion ofe scans below! with undamped Rosenbluth–
Hinton zonalEÃB flows.52

The linear critical temperature gradientR/LTcrit has been
checked by several different codes, and is found to be aro
4.0 for this models2a equilibrium in both the flux-tube
gyrokinetic particle code and in Kotschenreuther’s gyro
netic code. It is known that the quantitative details of line
growth rates and critical gradients can be fairly different
b50 s2a model equilibrium~which makes large aspec
ratio approximations and has concentric circular flux s
faces! versus a realistic numerically calculated equilibriu
with finite aspect ratio~where even at zerob there is still a
Shafranov-shift of the flux-surfaces due to the plas
current!.55,56 For the b50 s2a equilibrium used in these
comparisons, the FULL code gives a critical temperat
gradient of about 3.7, while for a realistic numerical equili
rium the critical gradients drops to 2.5.56

To be consistent, the 1994 IAEA version of the IF
PPPL model8 is used to compare with the various simul
tions in Fig. 3 because it also used adiabatic electrons in
parameterization ofx i andR/LTcrit ~the 1995 version of the
IFS-PPPL model in Ref. 9 included linear gyrokinetic es
mates of the effects of trapped-electrons onx i andR/LTcrit as
well as on xe). The 1994 IFS-PPPL model predic
R/LTcrit53.1 for this case, but that is low because the IF
PPPL model was based on Kotschenreuther’s linear gyr
netic code using a more realistic equilibrium than thes2a
model used for the other codes in Fig 3. The IFS-PP
model was constructed to have a formx5WNL

GFDmixing
GK

}G(R/LT2R/LTcrit), and so by construction should go t
zero atR/LTcrit . Thus for a more consistent comparison wi
simulations that assume a simplers2a equilibrium, the IFS-
PPPL curve in Fig. 3 was shifted to the right fromR/LTcrit

53.1 toR/LTcrit54. Part of the reason the IFS-PPPL mod
was constructed in this way was to attempt to correct
some known inaccuracies in the gyrofluid prediction of t
critical gradient and the growth rates near marginal stabil
where a slow growing residual mode can sometimes pe
in gyrofluid simulations below the gyrokinetic critica
gradient.57,58 @Improvements to the gyrofluid closures to in
clude frequency dependence or nonlinear effects, along
lines suggested by Chang and Callen59 or Mattor and
Parker,60 may help with this problem.# Thus the IFS-PPPL
curve is actually somewhat below the gyrofluid simulatio
in Fig. 3 using the 1994 gyrofluid closures.23 The 1994-
closure gyrofluid simulations also do not show the roll-ov

l
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at high R/LT that is in the IFS-PPPL model, which woul
presumably be more apparent at other parameters.31

For the DIII-D base case parameters~at R/LT56.9), the
IFS-PPPL modelx i is a factor of 2.7 larger than the gyrok
netic flux-tube results, and the 1994 gyrofluid simulations
a factor of 3.3 higher. Also in Fig. 3 are simulations label
‘‘98 PPPL GFL’’ that employ a recent neoclassical improv
ment of the gyrofluid closure.53 This improved closure re
duces the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic difference to a factor of
for the base case, and it is able to reproduce some of
nonlinear upshift in the effective critical gradient seen by
gyrokinetic code. This improved gyrofluid closure, and t
possibility of further improved closures, will be discuss
more in the next section. The differences between thex i vs
R/LT curves for the flux-tube gyrokinetic code and the IF
PPPL model can be characterized partly as a shift inR/LTeff ,
which is a strictly linear value in the case of the IFS-PP
model, and partly thatx i shows a more gradual increase
the critical gradient is exceeded in the case of the gyrokin
model. The flux-tube gyrofluid–gyrokinetic differences
Fig. 3 correspond to a 20%–33% difference in the local te
perature gradient predicted at fixed heating power, as
cussed in more detail in Sec. VII.

The MMM model result~labeled ‘‘Weiland QL-ITG’’!
agrees with the flux-tube gyrokinetic result quite closely
the base case, although comparisons have not yet been
ried out for a wider range of parameters. The MMM mod
also gives a reasonable prediction for the linearR/LTcrit ,
though both the MMM and the IFS-PPPL model miss t
nonlinear increase in the effectiveR/LTcrit observed in the
gyrokinetic simulations.

The MMM model and the fit to the gyrofluid simulation
have a linear scaling for the transport withR/LT2R/LTcrit .
In addition to the fit given by Eq.~1!, the gyrokinetic simu-
lations are also reasonably well fit by a square-root dep
dence onR/LT2R/LTeff which is of the same form as th
IFS/PPPL model. However, the offset-linearQ vs R/LT fit to
the LLNL gyrokinetic results is a better fit than the be
power-law fit. The MMM model result agrees with the g
rokinetic results for the base case parameters. The MM
model also gives a reasonable prediction for the lin
R/LTcrit .

The global gyrokinetic results are 2.4 times lower th
the flux-tube gyrokinetic results for the base case. The glo
code used the same local dimensionless parameters, a r
tic temperature profile, and a value ofr/a51/160 that is
comparable to the actual DIII-D experiment but is somew
large compared to values achieved in larger tokamaks s
as JET or TFTR, and even larger compared to proposed
signs such as ITER. Variations of the simulated tokamak s
in global gyrokinetic simulations45,48,49 show that
x i /xgyroBohm increases as the simulation is made larger. T
is consistent with a theoretical picture that radial variation
various profile and profile-gradient quantities~e.g., the dia-
magnetic velocity! introduces stabilizing effects7,33 that get
weaker in larger tokamaks. For very largea/r, the global
gyrokinetic simulations are expected to asymptote to
value of x i given by the flux-tube gyrokinetic simulations
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Another difference in the global simulations is that t
purely radial mode is coherent, fairly stationary, and ha
radial scale comparable to the minor radius, whereas in
flux-tube simulations, the radial modes are at shorter wa
lengths~smaller than the box size!. Recent studies indicate
that this difference will also go away as the global simulati
domain is made larger and the profile variation weaker.45,61

In the DIII-D experiment that the parameters for Fig.
were based on, the measuredx i50.16~in the units of Fig. 3!
and the measuredR/LT56.9. This is very low compared to
all of the simulations in Fig. 3. Although this is consiste
with the general picture of strong ITG turbulence forcing t
plasma to be near marginal stability,2 one cannot draw this
conclusion based solely on the simulations presented h
This is because the primary purpose of Fig. 3 is to comp
different simulations with as similar a set of assumptions
possible, so a number of factors that are important in exp
ments are not included~such as nonadiabatic electrons, eq
librium rotation, and realistic geometry!. Several of our
simulation methods have been used to study equilibriu
scale sheared rotation,21,43 which can be particularly impor-
tant in DIII-D because of its unidirectional beam injectio
and resulting high toroidal rotation speeds. For examp
while the IFS-PPPL model looks pessimistic compared to
experimental measurement in Fig. 3, applying the full IF
PPPL model31,30,32including a model of the stabilizing influ
ence of equilibrium-scaleEÃB flows21,62 gives a predicted
central ion temperature which is actually somewhat ab
the measured temperature. However, there are some qu
tative uncertainties in the standard models of stabilizat
due toEÃB flow that lead to uncertainties in the predicte
temperature profiles of order 10%-30%, comparable in m
nitude to the 20%–33% differences in the gyrofluid
gyrokinetic temperature gradients described above. Som
these effects are hard to distinguish: comparable levels
agreement with experiments can be obtained with modi
transport models where the magnitude of theEÃB flows is
reduced while the coefficient ofx i is simultaneously
reduced6 ~the two effects offset each other somewhat!. Nev-
ertheless, there are a wide range of experiments indica
the general importance of equilibrium-scaleEÃB flows on
the transport.30,32,63,64

VI. POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE DISAGREEMENTS

We now address possible reasons for the disagreem
between the various nonlinear results discussed above.
focus first on the differences between the gyrokinetic a
gyrofluid flux-tube simulations. This is important since th
gyrofluid models are an attempt to approximate the gyro
netic equations for the problems of interest here, and
physical and numerical parameters have been otherw
matched in the comparisons. The differences between gl
and flux-tube simulations have already been discussed.

There are many things that might, in the absence of c
crete data, be viewed as possible causes for the differe
found between the GK–GF flux-tube codes. These inclu
differences in linear growth rates and critical gradients, d
ferences in the linear damping rates or residual levels of
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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radial modes, nonconvergence with respect to system
and grid size, nonconvergence with respect to particle n
ber ~which may lead to excessive particle noise either in
radial modes or in the modes that have finite poloidal
toroidal variation!, and nonlinear wave-particle effects.

The differences in linear growth rates and critical gra
ents have been addressed above for the Cyclone DIII-D
rameters and are probably not important.

A. Causes of gyrofluid discrepancies, and improved
gyrofluid closures

As noted above, the original closures used in the gyr
luid simulations which underlie the predictions of Ref.
damp the poloidal flow to zero in most cases, and theref
do not properly reproduce the long-time residual levels p
dicted by Rosenbluth and Hinton.52 This is probably the
main cause of the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic differences ne
marginal stability, and may account for about half of t
differences in stronger turbulence regimes. But there
cases where the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic differences do not
pear to be attributable to the differences in the radial m
linear dynamics. The dependence ofx i on r /R from gyro-
fluid and gyrokinetic simulations is similar, as shown in F
4. The residual Rosenbluth–Hinton~RH! zonal flows vanish
in the limit e5r /R50 for the initial conditions considered
so any differences in that limit can not be attributed to tho
flows. However, the trapped ion drive of the turbulence a
varies withr /R, and so this does not completely isolate ju
the effect of undamped flows.@The simulations in Fig. 4 are
for the TFTR-based NTP test case described in Sec. II,
show a smaller discrepancy, of about a factor of 2, than
Cyclone base case.# However, there is evidence that th
Rosenbluth–Hinton undamped component of the zonal flo
is a significant part of gyrofluid errors, particularly near ma
ginal stability. TheR/LT flux-tube gyrokinetic simulation
scan ate50 in Ref. 54 showed thatx i becomes nonzero
onceR/LT becomes slightly larger than the lineare50 criti-
cal value. This contrasts with the scan done fore50.18~and,
therefore, finiteh) in Fig. 3, which indicates that the un
damped Rosenbluth–Hinton flows play a role in the dep

FIG. 4. The dependence ofx i on e5r /R from gyrofluid and gyrokinetic
simulations.
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ture of R/LTeff from R/LTcrit . This is further supported by
the observation that in the cases whereR/LTcrit,R/LT

,R/LTeff , radial mode potentials develop stationary stru
tures in which the peak shearing rates are significan
greater than the growth rate of the fastest growing IT
modes. Thus, the undamped Rosenbluth–Hinton flows
nificantly affect the behavior ofx i near marginal stability.

The Rosenbluth–Hinton~RH! components of the zona
flows are linearly undamped except by collisions. The f
that a nonzerox i is observed in these collisionless gyrok
netic simulations forR/LT.R/LTeff is an indication that non-
linear damping of the RH zonal flows by turbulent viscos
is able to balance the nonlinear drive of these flows. O
might expect that the turbulent viscosity would increase
R/LT increases, so that the RH zonal flows would beco
unimportant relative to the other components of zonal flo
when the turbulence is sufficiently strong that the turbul
damping rate of the RH component of the zonal flows b
comes comparable to the damping rate due to collision
transit-time magnetic pumping that affects the other com
nents of zonal flows. However, certain types of turbulen
can exhibit inverse cascades, and these issues warrant
study.

As was noted above, more recent nonlinear gyrofl
simulations have been completed using improved closur53

that do allow for levels of RH undamped zonal flows
rough agreement with Ref. 52. As seen in Fig. 3, these si
lations show a nonlinear upshift in the effective critical tem
perature gradient, though not yet as large as the upshift in
gyrokinetic simulations. The improved closure used
present is able to match the RH residual flow to within 20
at krr;0.2, where the dominant contribution to the effecti
shearing-rate65 is usually made, but the residual flow is abo
a factor of 2 low at very lowkrr. Future work will investi-
gate further improvements of the neoclassical treatmen
the gyrofluid closures to better match the RH residual flow
which should bring the gyrofluid simulations into bett
agreement with the gyrokinetic simulations in Fig. 3. Oth
improvements to the gyrofluid model to be investigated
clude frequency-dependent closures.59,60 This may be par-
ticularly helpful in improving the approximation of th
branch cut in the toroidal kinetic response function57,58 and
in improving the calculation of the linear critical gradie
and growth or damping rates of various modes. An improv
frequency-dependent gyrofluid closure may account for m
of the remaining difference between the gyrofluid and gy
kinetic simulations in these collisionless-ion adiabat
electron comparisons.

B. Nonconvergence with respect to system size and
grid size

We have investigated and demonstrated converge
with respect to system size and grid size for the flux-tu
gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulations. For the NTP test-ca
parameters, this issue has been addressed in the flux
gyrokinetic simulations;12 and the results for the DIII-D
base-case parameters are similar. It was found that an
crease in system size in the parallel direction made es
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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tially no change in the simulation flux, while there was on
a very small change between simulation runs as the per
dicular system size was increased or decreased by a fact
2 from the nominal value of 125r i . Similarly, it has been
verified, both for the NTP test-case and Cyclone DIII
base-case parameters, that the parallel and perpendicula
sizes are adequate. All of the simulations for theR/LT scans
in Fig. 3 were done at fixed system size. Balancing the
drodynamic and parallel streaming frequencies for the to
dal ITG modes suggests that the turbulence shifts to lon
wavelengths at higherR/LT , and so it may be useful to red
the highR/LT simulations in a larger box size, which migh
cause thex i to increase. However, applying this scaling a
gument to the perpendicular-box-size convergence check
scribed above suggests that the box size that was use
adequate even atR/LT520. The gyrofluid simulations hav
also been tested for and appear to be converged with res
to system size and grid size for the Cyclone DIII-D base-c
parameters, though more studies could perhaps be don
recent port of the gyrofluid code to the massively para
T3E computer will allow convergence checks at significan
higher resolution. The comparisons made here between
gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulations were done at simi
system sizes, so this is very unlikely to be the cause of
difference. The use of direct discretization in ballooning c
ordinates in the gyrofluid simulations requires finer grid ce
in the radial direction than in the other perpendicular dir
tion if magnetic shear is present. Because of this and the
that the mesh is explicitly involved in representing the a
vection of the fluid fields, establishing convergence with
spect to grid size in the gyrofluid simulations has been fou
to be more subtle and to impose more stringent limits on
grid sizes in some cases than previously thought. Dimits
proposed an algorithm based on the periodicity of discr
Fourier transforms that could help reduce the resolution
quirements in the gyrofluid code.

Next, we examine noise in the flux-tube gyrokine
simulations, and address the possibility of nonconverge
with respect to particle number. Figure 5 showsx i vs time
from a particle number scan for the base case. The sim

FIG. 5. Normalizedx i vs tv ti /LT from gyrokinetic simulations with particle
numbers ranging from 53105 to 1.343108, corresponding from 1 to 256
particles per cell.
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tions are for different numbers of particles ranging from
3105 to 1.343108, corresponding to 1 to 256 particles p
grid cell. @These simulations used a 1283128332 ~radial,
poloidal, and parallel! grid, with finite-size particle filtering
to smooth out fields withki>1/D i , where D i is the grid
spacing in theith direction.# For 106 or more particles,x i at
late time does not appear to change significantly with part
number. The primary conclusion is, therefore, thatx i appears
to be converged with respect to particle number for 2–4
more particles per grid cell for the base case paramet
There is some random variation in the late time-averagedx i

for the different cases. When these random variations inx i

~and somewhat larger random variations in the volum
averagedf2) were observed in initial convergence studi
over a smaller range of particle number, questions w
raised that motivated convergence studies to the very la
particle number shown here, and motivated the additio
scrambling tests described below. The particle number
now been varied over such a wide range, and the rand
variations inx i are sufficiently small and show no systema
dependence on particle number, that particle converge
does not appear to be a problem. This conclusion is m
even more convincing by the scrambling tests described
low. These random variations are presumably just due to
sensitive dependence on initial conditions of a chaotic s
tem with long time scale dynamics~for example, interactions
with low k modes or zonal flows!. These small random varia
tions should average out over longer times or multiple re
izations. ~The somewhat larger variations in volum
averagedf2 are presumably due to similar effects. Them
5n50 zonal component off can have quite large ampli
tudes at smallkr , but have little physical consequence b
cause their resulting shearing rate}kr

2fk is very small.!
There is also some increase in the level of the initial peak
x i which persists even if the scan is done by increasing
initial weights~as the square root of the particle number! so
as to keep the initial mean noise level fixed. T
53105-particle case, which corresponds to one particle
grid cell, shows secular growth inx i beyond Time5700.
This is probably due to a noise-driven runaway process
which the rms average particle weight, related to the deta
d f -particle entropy, increases with the time integral ofx i .
The noise causes thermal transport (x i) , both of which in-
crease together.

In order to further assess the impact of particle discre
ness, the following scrambling test66 of the noise level was
performed. The gyrokinetic code was run saving restart fi
at selected times. New restart files were formed from th
by scrambling the particle weight list. The gyrokinetic co
was restarted from these scrambled restart files. After
restart, the temperature gradient was reduced to slightly
low the linear marginally stable value in order to elimina
unstable ITG modes. The test was done using 83106 par-
ticles in the simulation.

Once the gyrokinetic code has run in the nonlinear ph
longer than a characteristic eddy turnover time, a typi
simulation particle has moved from its initial position farth
than a characteristic eddy radial scale. Eventually, simula
particles nearby in the (x,v i ,m) phase space have weigh
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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that have large uncorrelated components from which a ph
cal density field must be estimated. Physically this repres
the failure of the particle representation to resolved f . The
‘‘worst-case’’ interpretation is that this uncorrelated comp
nent is ‘‘noise,’’ although further work is needed to establi
a clear interpretation. The scrambling of the particle wei
list eliminates the physical signal, leaves a state with a si
lar level of the uncorrelated component to the pre-scramb
state, and therefore provides a measure of this uncorrel
component. The post-scrambling restarted simulations w
run long enough for stable geodesic acoustic fluctuatio
which are present immediately after the scrambling, to da
The resulting electrostatic potentials~or the shearing rate
derived from them! provide measures of the uncorrelat
component of the signal in the gyrokinetic simulation ju
prior to the scrambling.

Shown in Fig. 6 are the time histories ofx i and the mean
squaredEÃB shearing rate (LTiS/v ti)

2 associated with the
flux-surface-averaged electrostatic potential, both in the
sence of scrambling and when the scrambling and grad
reduction is done at three times during the run. Both of th
quantities decrease after the scrambling. The relative re
tion is less the later the scrambling is done, indicating
gradual buildup of noise. However, even at the latest tim
the post scrambling values are down by an order of ma
tude. This indicates that the relative impact of noise is sm
~or at most moderate at the latest time!, and supports the
conclusion that the simulations are converged with respec
particle number. The noise shearing rate for two million p

FIG. 6. Time histories of~a! x i and~b! the mean squaredEÃB shearing rate
(LTiS/v ti)

2 associated with the flux-surface-averaged electrostatic poten
both in the absence of scrambling and when restarts with scrambling
gradient reduction are done at three times during the run. Cyclone DI
base-case parameters were used.
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ticles ~four particles per cell! would be a factor of 4 larger
than shown in Fig. 6, and thus at late time would be com
rable to the pre-scrambling signal. But much of that no
shearing is at highkr and fluctuates rapidly in time, so it i
less effective than shearing by lowkr modes65 and can be
ignored.

The numerical convergence of the particle codes w
respect to particles does seem to be sensitive to how c
the system is to marginal stability, however. For values
R/LT somewhat lower than the Cyclone DIII-D base ca
value, but well above the linear marginal value of 4.0~e.g.,
R/LT55.3 and 6.0!, after the linear growth and nonlinea
saturation phases, the system evolves to stable states w
have radially dependent flux-surface-averaged tempera
gradients andEÃB flows. In these situations the radial the
mal flux asymptotes to zero. As many as 64 particles per
are needed to converge to this result forR/LT56.0. Evi-
dently, the stable nonlinear states become quite delicate
threshold value~larger than the linear critical value! of the
volume averaged temperature gradient is approached f
below.

VII. SENSITIVITY OF PREDICTED TEMPERATURE
PROFILES AND FUSION GAIN TO TRANSPORT
MODEL VARIATIONS

The differences between thex i vs R/LT curves for the
flux-tube gyrokinetic code and the IFS/PPPL model in Fig
can be characterized partly as a shift inR/LTeff , which is a
strictly linear value in the case of the IFS-PPPL model, a
partly thatx i shows a more gradual increase as the criti
gradient is exceeded in the case of the gyrokinetic mode
is important to note that these differences cannot be cha
terized by a simple ratio, or multiplication factor. For e
ample, loweringR/LT just a bit from 6.9 to 6~where the
gyrokinetic simulations vanish! causes the relative error t
become a factor of infinity. Rather than compare thex i’s at a
fixed R/LT , one can instead turn Fig. 3 around and comp
the predicted temperature gradient at a fixed amount of h
ing power. This way of characterizing the gyrofluid
gyrokinetic differences is more relevant to experimen
When heating power is added to a plasma, the tempera
gradient on every flux surface will rise until the resultingx i

is large enough to balance the rate at which the plasm
being heated. The heat flux~or power flow! across a given
magnetic surface is given byP52nAx“T in circular ge-
ometry, wheren is the density andA is the surface area. Thi
can be written as

P5nA
r i

2v t i

Ln

T

R
x̂S R

LT
D R

LT
5P0 gS R

LT
D , ~2!

wherex̂(R/LT) is the normalizedx i in the units of Fig. 3 as
a function ofR/LT , andg(x)5x̂(x)x. For a given amount
of normalized heating powerP/P0 , one can then solve this
equation to find the resulting temperature gradientR/LT

5g21(P/P0). Carrying this out for the IFS-PPPL curve i
Fig. 3, and for the gyrokinetic flux-tube results in Fig. 3@and
Eq. ~1!#, we then take the ratio of these two predicted te
perature gradients to measure the relative error. This rat

l,
nd
D
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plotted vs normalized heating powerP/P0 in Fig. 7. At low
heating power, the temperature gradient will be close to m
ginal stability. In this limit in Fig. 3, the IFS-PPPL linea
critical gradientR/LTcrit54, which is 33% low compared to
the gyrokinetic nonlinear critical gradient of 6, explainin
the result in Fig. 7 at low power. At high heating power, t
temperature gradients can pull away from marginal stabil
a regime where the differences in the IFS-PPPL and gyr
netic x i’s are less and the predicted temperature gradie
differ by ;20%. ~The range of normalized heating pow
P/P0 from 0 to 250 in Fig. 7 will cause the gyrokineti
predicted temperature gradient to vary fromR/LT56 to
22.5, i.e., from close to marginal stability to far above m
ginal stability.! Thus we see that the temperature gradi
predicted by the IFS-PPPL model is only 20%–33% low
than the temperature gradient predicted by the gyrokin
simulations over a wide range of heating powers. The f
that the predicted temperature gradient at fixed hea
power is less sensitive to model variations than the predic
x i at fixed temperature gradient is a consequence of the c
cal gradient feature of ITG turbulence. Given the difficulti
of the plasma turbulence problem, a turbulence theory
predicts temperature gradients to within 20%–30% can
considered a significant achievement in many ways. But
fusion reaction cross-section scales as;T2, and the result-
ing fusion power feeds back to give more heating, so
performance of a fusion device at high gain~near ignition!
becomes fairly sensitive to the transport. Thus one wo
like to have even higher accuracy in the transport model

Next we consider the sensitivity of predictions of fusio
power performance to variations in the assumed trans
model. Both the 94 and 95 versions of the IFS-PPPL mo
are of the form

x IFS-PPPL5GS R

LT
2

R

LTcrit
DW, ~3!

whereW andR/LTcrit are functions of various plasma param
eters,G(x)5min(x,x1/2)3H(x), H(x) is the Heaviside func-
tion, and the argument ofG is x5R/LT2R/LTcrit as shown.

FIG. 7. The ratio of the temperature gradient predicted by the IFS-P
model to the temperature gradient predicted by the gyrokinetic flux-t
simulations, versus the normalized heating power, based on the resu
Fig. 3. Thus the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic differences in Fig. 3 correspond
only a 20%–33% difference in the predicted temperature gradient at a
amount of heating power.
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In order to fit the gyrokinetic flux-tube simulations shown
Fig. 3 and described in Sec. V, this was modified to be of
form of Eq. ~1!,

xGK5F R

LT
2

R

LTeff
G 4.0

R/LT
W, ~4!

whereR/LTeff5R/LTcrit12 is assumed, and the paramete
izations ofR/LTcrit andW given by the IFS-PPPL model ar
used. While this fits Fig. 3 and matches Eq.~1! for the Cy-
clone DIII-D parameters, more detailed studies need to
carried out to develop a gyrokinetic-based model which
been tested over a wide range of parameters. For exam
the nonlinear upshift in the effectiveR/LTcrit is probably not
a constant value of 2 in reality and should depend on vari
parameters~such as collisionality, as demonstrated in rece
gyrokinetic simulations72!. While the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic
differences in Fig. 3 can be primarily accounted for by t
nonlinear upshift in the critical gradient in Eq.~4!, there are
other cases where the lower gyrokinetic results cannot
accounted for by such an upshift. An example is for t
parameters in Fig. 4, where the upshift vanishes atr /R50
~as described in VI.A! and yet a factor of 2 difference be
tween the gyrofluid and gyrokineticx i remains. More work
is required to develop a single formula or subroutine that
the gyrokinetic scalings forx i in all relevant parameter re
gimes. But for now we will use these two equations, Eqs.~3!
and~4!, to show the sensitivity of the predicted fusion pow
gain to variations in the transport model that are roughly
the magnitude represented by these two equations.

Another possible fit to the gyrokinetic flux-tube simul
tions in Fig. 3, which is not quite as good as Eq.~4! but is
more easily compared with the IFS-PPPL model, isxGK2

50.8G(R/LT2R/LTeff)W. This corresponds to a rescalin
and a shifting of the IFS-PPPL model to an effective critic
gradientR/LTeff5R/LTcrit12. The resulting predictions ar
fairly similar to the predictions of Eq.~4! in Fig. 8. Using

L
e
in

ed
FIG. 8. The predicted fusion gainQ vs assumed pedestal temperature,
the IFS-PPPL 95 model, for a modified model to fit the gyrokinetic flux-tu
results of Fig. 3~‘‘GK fit’’ !, and for a further reduction inx i by a factor of
2 ~‘‘GK fit/2’’ !. These three cases are at 1.5 times the Greenwald den
Also shown is a lower density case at 1.15 times the Greenwald den
using the ‘‘GK fit/2’’ x i .
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R/LTeff51.5R/LTcrit would lead to slightly (;10%! lower Q
predictions.

Figure 8 shows the predicted fusion gainQ
5Pfusion/Paux for a particular reactor design, versus t
boundary condition assumed for the temperature at the to
the pedestal caused by the H-mode transport barrier.@In
H-mode experiments the pedestal temperature can be m
higher than the separatrix temperature at the last-closed
surface, so the distinction between the two can be importa#
The assumptions in Fig. 8 are described in more detail
low. Predictions are shown for the standard IFS-PPPL~95!
transport model, and the gyrokinetic-based version of
model@given by Eq.~4!#. At a fixed pedestal temperature o
3 keV, Q rises significantly, from Q55.6 for the original
IFS-PPPL model to Q513.5 for the gyrokinetic-based ver
sion. However, the results are still fairly sensitive to the
sumed pedestal temperature boundary condition, so there
risk of Q significantly below 10 even with the gyrokinetic fi
The gyrokinetic fit demonstrates primarily the sensitivity
the results to a shift inR/LTeff5R/LTcrit12. There are other
possible sources of uncertainty, so we also show theQ curve
predicted if the gyrokineticx i of Eq. ~4! is further reduced by
a factor of 0.5~putting aside the question of how such
model would compare with experiments!. In this case highQ
operation,Q.10, can be achieved even at fairly low pede
tal temperatures. These results are sensitive to the achiev
density. The three cases just described use the standar
sumption in the 1996 ITER baseline scenario of a density
times the Greenwald density. Because of uncertainties a
the achievable density, later ITER designs considered lo
density operating points, and the effect of lowering the d
sity to 1.15 times the Greenwald density is shown in Fig
for the most optimistic of these 3 cases (x5xGK/2).

To be clear, the 94 version of the IFS-PPPL model8 was
used in comparing with the adiabatic electron results of F
3, while the 95 version of the IFS-PPPL model9,31 is used in
predicting the fusion reactor gainQ in Fig. 8 because it in-
cludes quasilinear/mixing-length estimates of the destab
ing effects of trapped electrons that are thought to be imp
tant in real experiments. The trapped electrons cause
increase inW and a drop inR/LTcrit . Well above marginal
stability, trapped electrons cause roughly a factor of two
crease in the 95 version ofx i relative to the 94 version
though this depends on parameters. There is linear and
linear evidence that nonadiabatic electrons can add sig
cant additional drive to ITG turbulence and lower the IT
mode critical gradient~for example, see Refs. 23, 48, 55, a
56!, and it is the 95 version of the IFS-PPPL model that h
been more widely compared with experiments. As descri
in Sec. V, the simulations in Fig. 3 used a simplifie
concentric-circle equilibrium where the linear critical grad
ent was about four. The 94 and 95 IFS-PPPL models us
more realistic equilibrium and so the 94 IFS-PPPL mo
predicts a lowerR/LTcrit53.1. The 95 IFS-PPPL model pre
dicts that for the parameters of the DIII-D base case, trap
electrons will lowerR/LTcrit further to 2.1, while the stabi
lizing influence of impurities (Zeff52.37), beams (nbeam/ne

50.05), andTi /Te51.183 will raise the linearR/LTcrit back
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up to 4.2 ~the most important of these three factors is t
impurities!. These various stabilizing influences will b
weaker in ITER than in DIII-D, but there may be variou
possible sources of uncertainty in the IFS-PPPL parame
izations of these complicated effects that could be inve
gated further. This is beyond the scope of the present pa
but Fig. 8 can be used as a rough guide to the sensitivity
the predictedQ to changes in the critical gradientR/LTcrit of
2 and to changes in the coefficient ofx i of a factor of 2. The
GLF23 transport model7 shares some similarities to the IFS
PPPL model and is normalized to nonlinear gyr
fluid simulations, but it uses a quasilinear/mixing-length d
persion type approach~similar to Bateman’s implementatio
of the Weiland model10! to predict the various parametri
dependences ofx i instead of the analytic parameterization
the IFS-PPPL model. Predictions of ITER by the GLF
model show similar trends as the IFS-PPPL model, includ
a strong dependence on the pedestal temperature.6,7

The calculations in Fig. 8 were done with a standa
type of transport code; similar ITER-related calculations c
be found in Refs. 3–7. The plasma parameters used here
taken from the baseline scenario in use for the design
ITER circa 1996: Major radiusR58.14 m, midplane minor
radius a52.8 m, elongationk9551.6, triangularity d95

50.24, magnetic fieldBtor55.68 Tesla, plasma currentI p

521 MA, Paux5100 MW of auxiliary heating~assumed to
be centrally deposited with a Gaussian half-width ofr /a
50.1, all deposited in the ions to maximizeTi /Te). Beryl-
lium impurities with nBe/ne50.02 were assumed, an
nHe/ne was determined bytp* He/tE510. Theq profile was
chosen so thatq on axis is 0.8~lowering the centralq below
1 is favorable in this transport model!, and the midplane
radius of theq51 surface wasr /a50.43. Sawteeth are ig
nored. Neoclassical ion transport is included but has li
effect. Particle transport and any associated convective
transport is ignored, and any other transport mechanisms
are sometimes thought to play a role at highb or near the
edge of the plasma are neglected. Brehmsstrahlung radia
is included, but any other line radiation or charge exchan
losses are ignored. The calculations in Fig. 8 also includ
small amount of favorable elongation scaling found in R
31, x→x/(11((k21)q/3.6)2). The effects of elongation
and shaping will be discussed below in more deta
Equilibrium-scale sheared flows, which are thought to
weaker in larger tokamaks, are neglected.

As in the 1996 ITER baseline scenario, a flat dens
profile is assumed withne51.331020/m3, corresponding to
1.5 times the Greenwald density limit. Because of uncerta
ties about whether ITER could operate at such a high d
sity, later ITER designs considered lower density operat
points, and the effects of loweringne to 0.9831020/m3 ~cor-
responding to 1.15 times the Greenwald density! are shown
for one case in Fig. 8. This lower density operating po
includes 0.16% argon for the operation of a radiative
vertor, in addition to the 2% beryllium.

The nominal design goal of ITER wasPfusion51500
MW, so in the cases in Fig. 8 whereQ.15 it would be
possible to lower the auxiliary power andQ would rise fur-
ther. Because of the stiffness of the temperature profiles
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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cases with lowQ in Fig. 8 it is sometimes possible to rais
the Q by lowering the auxiliary heating power~assuming a
fixed pedestal temperature!, though this would not help on
the power loading and nuclear testing goals which requir
certain level ofPfusion.

To summarize the results of Fig. 8, at fixed pedes
temperature, the gyrokinetic-based model achieves sig
cantly higherQ than the original gyrofluid-based model, b
the results are still sensitive to the achievable density an
the assumed pedestal temperature, which is fairly uncer
and could be less than 1.5 keV. Some experiments on
largest tokamaks find that the H-mode pedestal width sc
linearly with the ~poloidal! gyroradius,67,68 while other ex-
periments find more optimistic scalings that are weakly
pendent on or independent of gyroradius.69 Some simple the-
oretical models of H-mode pedestal scaling~such as Refs. 2
and 70! give pedestal widths proportional to the gyroradi
r, consistent with some of the largest tokamak experime
while other models give ar2/3R1/3 or weaker scaling. Pedes
tal models with a strong dependence on gyroradius ten
predict very low pedestal temperatures when extrapolate
regimes of high density relative to the Greenwald dens
limit. As stated in one review,71 ‘‘While, given the present
state of knowledge, we cannot provide a reliable estimat
the pedestal parameters in ITER . . . , a pedestal temp
ture less than 1500 eV, perhaps much less, is a distinct
sibility.’’ On the other hand, there are uncertainties bo
ways, and there is a possibility that the pedestal tempera
could be sufficiently high. Also, there are various metho
that may be able to improve the temperature at or near
pedestal, such as pellet fueling, rf~radio frequency! waves or
low voltage beams to drive sheared flows, or stronger pla
shaping. Some of the new ITER-RC designs that are p
ently under consideration have significantly stronger plas
shaping~higher elongation and triangularity! and may have
much higher pedestal temperatures than the earlier 1
ITER design.

VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper has focused on the differences between
gyrofluid and gyrokinetic simulations illustrated in Fig.
~for the simplified case of adiabatic electrons, circular geo
etry, collisionless ions!. The resulting sensitivity of the pre
dicted temperature gradients are shown in Fig. 7, and
sensitivity of the predicted fusion gain in Fig. 8.

For the Cyclone DIII-D parameters, at the fixed tempe
ture gradient ofR/LTcrit56.9, thex i from gyrofluid flux-tube
simulations are a factor of 3.3 higher than the gyrokine
flux-tube simulations~Fig. 3!. However, turning Fig. 3
around to find the predicted temperature gradient for a fi
amount of heating power, we find that these gyrofluid err
lead to only a 20%–33% drop in the predicted local tempe
ture gradient, as shown in Fig. 7.~This relative insensitivity
is a general feature of critical-gradient types of models n
marginal stability.! While these errors are relatively small
one sense, because the fusion cross-section scales asT2, and
because the resulting fusion power feeds back to give m
heating, the performance of a fusion device at high g
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~near ignition! becomes fairly sensitive to the transpo
model and one would like to have higher accuracy th
20%–33%. As shown in Fig. 8, modifying the IFS-PPP
model to better fit the gyrokinetic simulations causes
fusion gainQ to rise significantly at fixed pedestal temper
ture. But the results are still sensitive to the assumed pede
temperature, which is fairly uncertain. There is still a risk
low Q, particularly if high density cannot be achieved or
the pedestal temperature is low. Of course, the uncertain
go both ways, and it remains possible that the original IT
design may be adequate to achieve ignition. Other source
uncertainty which need better understanding, in addition
the issues of the pedestal temperature and the achiev
density, include the effects of elongation and plasma sh
ing, collisional damping of zonal flows, plasma rotation, t
possibility of density peaking, and fully electromagne
simulations with nonadiabatic electrons.

There are various possible causes for the gyrokinet
gyrofluid differences shown in Fig. 3, some of which ha
been have been addressed in this paper. The possibility
one or more of the codes has coding errors has been m
mized through the linear benchmarks that the various co
have undergone, examples of which are shown in Figs. 1
2, as well as agreement between different codes with sim
physics in the nonlinear regime~e.g., the agreement betwee
the LLNL and U. Col. GK codes in Fig. 3!. The effects of
spatial resolution have been checked for the flux-tube co
both gyrokinetic and gyrofluid, and do not appear to be
cause for the differences. A primary result of this paper
that detailed noise and other tests have been carried ou
the nonlinear gyrokinetic particle simulations, and they a
pear to be well-resolved and correct for this parameter
gime. One of the main causes of the gyrofluid–gyrokine
differences is that in the nonlinear gyrokinetic simulatio
there is a significant nonlinear upshift in the effective critic
gradient,R/LTeff'R/LTcrit12, due to the generation of a
undamped component of zonal flow,52 which then suppresse
further turbulence. There has been some recent work53 on
developing improved gyrofluid closures that incorpora
some of the neoclassical effects needed to model an
damped component of the zonal flows. As shown in Fig.
this new gyrofluid closure eliminates about half of the orig
nal gyrofluid–gyrokinetic difference, and helps isolate t
source of the differences. Possible further improvements
the closures will be investigated. The remaining possibilit
for the causes of the gyrokinetic–gyrofluid differences rel
to kinetic nonlinear effects, either directly on the ITG mod
~modes with nonzeroku) or on the radial modes~e.g., on the
turbulent viscosity affecting these discussed in the next p
graph!.

It is important to note that the present gyrokinetic
gyrofluid comparisons have been done in a simplified cas
collisionless electrostatic ITG turbulence with adiabatic el
trons. The nonlinear upshift inR/LTeff is probably not a con-
stant value of 2 and future work should investigate how
depends on various parameters. Linear gyrokinetic calc
tions by Dorland have found that this undamped compon
of the zonal flows may increase with elongation~and thus
make the gyrofluid–gyrokinetic disagreement worse, thou
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the other effects described next will tend to reduce the
agreement!. Recent work by Z. Linet al.72 shows that in-
cluding a small but experimentally relevant amount of co
sions can lead to enough damping of the zonal flows to ca
a significant increase in the heat conductivityx i , particularly
near marginal stability. This will tend to reduce the effecti
critical gradient back towards its linear value and will cau
the gyrokineticx i to rise to be closer to the gyrofluid-base
IFS-PPPLx i , although the resultingx i near marginal stabil-
ity will probably depend strongly on ion–ion collisionalit
~an effect that is not in the IFS-PPPL model or any oth
current transport model!. Recent work by Diamond and
others72,73 indicates that the zonal flow generation observ
near marginal stability is related to inverse cascades an
resulting negative turbulent viscosity. The collisionless no
linear gyrokinetic simulations presented here demonst
that far above marginal stability it is possible to reach
steady state where the nonlinear generation of zonal flow
balanced by the turbulent viscosity, so a non-zerox i can be
achieved that presumably does not depend strongly on i
ion collisions. An interesting topic for future work woul
map out the transition between these two regimes of str
or weak collisionality dependence. Nonadiabatic electr
are known to limit inverse cascades in some types of pla
turbulence, and so including nonadiabatic electrons in gy
kinetic ITG simulations may further reduce the gyrofluid
gyrokinetic differences. Nonadiabatic electrons may a
push the plasma into stronger-turbulence regimes where
differences are less important.

The IFS-PPPL and gyrofluid results in Fig. 3 are stiff
than the Weiland and gyrokinetic results, that is, they sho
steeper increase in transport going above threshold. Gl
gyrokinetic simulations show yet lower transport levels, b
are still limited to values ofa/r lower than the regime o
ITER. It would be interesting to undertake ana/r scan about
the DIII-D base parameter set. Such a scan is probably
possible, even if not to ITER-like values. The Weilan
model gives transport levels in the same range as the fl
tube gyrokinetic results for these parameters~though like the
IFS-PPPL model it misses the nonlinear upshift in the criti
gradient!. It is interesting that the Weiland model agrees b
ter with gyrokinetic simulations in this circular limit, sinc
the Weiland model is based on a simpler fluid theory than
gyrofluid model.

The elongation scaling is an important issue for det
mining the implications for ITER or other reactor design
The nonlinear comparisons so far have been in simple ci
lar geometry. There are significant differences in the tra
port models regarding elongation when scaled to ITER p
mas. The Multi-Mode model has an empirical elongati
scaling based on experimental data for the scaling of
confinement time with the current, which leads tox i scaling
asymptotically ask24, wherek is the elongation paramete
The IFS-PPPL model has a much weaker elongation de
dence, based on initial linear gyrokinetic and nonlinear
rofluid calculations31 which saw little effect at moderat
elongation (k,1.6) typical of the original ITER design
However, with very strong plasma shaping~very high elon-
gation and triangularity, or at high Shafranov shift and
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low aspect ratio! there may be a transition to a regime
significantly improved confinement.55,74 The shaping crite-
rion needed for this improvement needs to be studied
more detail. Given the constraints on the models describ
the predictions for ITG transport in an ITER plasma bas
on extrapolations from the gyrokinetic simulations and t
Weiland model are less pessimistic than the IFS-PPPL mo
predictions based on gyrofluid simulations. ITER predictio
for the Weiland-based Multi-Mode model are in Ref. 3. It
interesting to note that there are a number of different tra
port models with fairly different scalings on various param
eters~and different amounts of stiffness! that are neverthe-
less able to achieve similar levels of comparisons with
experimental profile database that has been developed
ITER.4 For example, the IFS-PPPL model is able to follo
many of the main trends in this database from circular
elongated tokamaks despite its weak elongation depend
because of other factors which are also correlated with e
gation~higher edge temperatures, broaderq profiles, and to-
roidal rotation!. More detailed studies, such as with co
trolled rotation scans or with perturbative heat pu
propagation experiments, should help to better distingu
between transport models. More complete three-dimensio
nonlinear simulations, building on the simulations done he
will also help in developing transport models that can
used to predict and optimize the design of fusion reactor

Possible future tasks that may shed more light on
differences between various transport models, and help
velop more accurate transport models, include more deta
comparisons between codes and experiments of fluctua
spectra, and of the poloidal flow dynamics. More compl
scans ofa/r with the global codes with the same toroid
resolution as for the flux-tube codes will be of great inter
as such scans become possible. Further comparisons w
systematically remove the simplifications made in the co
parisons made here, including shaped equilib
equilibrium-scale sheared flows, nonadiabatic electrons,
beam and impurity species are also essential to making q
titative assessments of differences in predictions of IT
performance between the models. Work is also under wa
design experiments that the turbulence simulations
model with more certainty.
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